Abstract

**Open Source Integration Engines for Safer Hospitals. A Case Study.**

**Outline:** the paper describes a case study of a software integration engine based on open-source tools running in the biggest hospital of Sardinia, one of Italian regions: the implemented application is focused on ADT, Radiology and Laboratory data exchange. The general objective of the project is to enforce patient security through the use of integrated software products, the availability of homogeneous clinical data and an easier access to medical records for administrative and medical personnel involved in the entire care process.

**Background:** information system integration and data exchange is a crucial need in modern hospitals for the patient safety and for a better data management and accessibility between wards and hospitals. The use of standards like HL7 and of the international guidelines such as IHE can help in building efficient communication systems but only through a correct analysis of the care processes involved and a strong synergy between the clinical components we can achieve the result of a safer modus operandi.

**Objective:** the main objective is to drastically reduce human errors in repetitive processes through the use of modern integration engines and international standards. We considered a typical integration use case, involving different actors inside an Hospital Information System: ADT, Radiology and Laboratory. The objective is achieved through the use of Mirth Connect, one of the most known open-source integration software and through the combination of a complete redundant and secure hardware and software stack. The proposed system supports the thousand transactions produced by the care processes considered and can handle the most common hardware and software failures. Mirth reliability has been improved with redundancy at physical, operating system, network and application layers, through the use of virtual machines and clustering technologies. In this way we can obtain a unique, large and scalable integration gateway, capable to trace and register what happens at every point of care processes, to prevent data loss and failures and to reduce the chances of clinical errors due to insufficient or erroneous information data, increasing care quality.

**Methods:** the project started with the analysis of the hospital domains considered: ADT, Radiology and Laboratory. The analysis brought to the identification of two main points of failure: absence of a federal demographic administration system and lack of an integration between clinical domains. These main problems led to safety risks because clinicians and nurses were forced to manually do high risk operations, such as inserting the same information on two or more software applications, or labeling tubes for Laboratory tests, making difficult to trace back what has happened to a patient.

To solve and prevent the problem, we used Mirth as an integration engine along with the state-of-the-art technologies for virtual clustering.

**Results:** since October 2007 there is a stable production version installed in the main hospital in Sardinia. In about 3 years the system managed 90.000 demographics merges and 250.000 Radiology order entry transactions.

The system avoided double patient data entry and improved the accessibility of clinical information achieving the important result of streamlining the processes of patient admittance, order entry and medical reporting.

From a technical point of view, the most important result shown is that, at every point of the ISO-OSI stack level we have a system that increases reliability and considerably limits network and data failures based on an entire open-source infrastructure.
Conclusion: the proposed solution is an easy, efficient and cost effective way for clinical software integration inside a Hospital Information System. The combined use of available healthcare standards and guidelines along with open-source software applications can lead the way to a safer and more efficient patient management in the hospitals.

Learning Objectives

1) Understand the importance of integration and its standards (HL7, IHE) for a modern Hospital Information System through the description of a concrete implementation in a production environment
2) Identify the main systems and processes involved for an integration case study and all risk factors related to a well-defined integration process chain, focused on Radiology and Laboratory services.
3) Enforce and stimulate the use of Open Source tools as valid solution for healthcare integration problems solving

Proposal content (30-word abstract of presentation description)

It will be presented an implementation running in 3 different hospital wards of an open-source integration system based on the standard HL7 and the IHE framework for increased patient security.
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